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ForeignLanguage Classroom Anxiety

ELAINE K. HORWITZ, MICHAEL B. HORWITZ, AND JOANN COPE
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Such statements are all too familiar to
teachers of foreign languages. Many people
claim to have a mental block against learning
a foreignlanguage, althoughthesesame people
may be good learners in other situations,
stronglymotivated, and have a sincere liking
forspeakersofthe targetlanguage. What, then,
prevents them from achieving their desired
goal? In many cases, theymay have an anxiety
reactionwhich impedes theirabilityto perform
successfullyin a foreignlanguage class. Anxiety
is the subjective feelingof tension, apprehension, nervousness, and worryassociated with
an arousal of the autonomic nervous system.2
Just as anxietypreventssome people fromperformingsuccessfullyin science or mathematics,
many people find foreignlanguage learning,
especially in classroom situations,particularly
stressful.
When anxiety is limited to the language
learning situation, it falls into the category of
specificanxietyreactions.Psychologistsuse the
term specific anxiety reaction to differentiate
people who are generally anxious in a variety
of situations fromthose who are anxious only
in specificsituations. Researchers have identified several specific anxieties associated with
school tasks such as test-takingand with academic subjectssuch as mathematicsor science.3
Second language researchers and theorists
have long been aware thatanxietyis oftenassociated with language learning. Teachers and
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students generallyfeel stronglythat anxiety is
a major obstacle to be overcome in learning to
speak anotherlanguage, and several recentapproaches to foreignlanguage teaching, such as
community language learning and suggestopedia, are explicitlydirectedat reducinglearner
anxiety. However, second language research
has neitheradequately definedforeignlanguage
anxietynor described its specificeffectson foreign language learning. This paper attemptsto
fill this gap by identifyingforeign language
anxiety as a conceptually distinctvariable in
foreignlanguage learning and interpretingit
within the context of existing theoretical and
empirical work on specific anxiety reactions.
The symptoms and consequences of foreign
language anxiety should thus become readily
identifiableto those concerned with language
learning and teaching.
EFFECTS

OF ANXIETY

ON LANGUAGE

LEARNING

Second Language Studies. For many years,
scholarshave consideredthe anxiety-provoking
potential of learning a foreign language.
Curran and Stevickdiscuss in detail the defensive position imposed on the learner by most
language teachingmethods;Guiora argues that
language learning itselfis "a profoundlyunsettlingpsychological proposition" because it
directlythreatens an individual's self-concept
and worldview.4 More recently researchers
have attemptedto quantifythe effectsofanxiety
on foreignlanguage learning, but these efforts
have met with mixed results. While the pertinent studies have differedin the measures employed, theycan generallybe characterizedby
their comparison of students' self-reportsof
anxietywiththeirlanguage proficiencyratings,
obtained through a discrete skills task or a
global measure such as final course grade. In
his 1978 review of research, Scovel argues that
scholars have been unable to establish a clearcut relationship between anxiety and overall
foreignlanguage achievement;he attributesthe
discrepant findingsat least in part to the in-
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consistencyof anxietymeasures used and concludes: "It is perhaps premature to relate it
[anxiety]to the global and comprehensivetask
of language acquisition.'"5
Studies seeking more specificeffectsof anxiety on language learning have been more revealing. Kleinmann found that ESL students
with high levels of debilitating anxiety attempted differenttypes of grammatical constructionsthan did less anxious ESL students;
and Steinbergand Horwitz foundthatstudents
experiencing an anxiety-producingcondition
attempted less interpretive (more concrete)
messages than those experiencing a relaxed
condition.6These studies indicate that anxiety
can affectthe communication strategies students employ in language class. That is, the
more anxious studenttends to avoid attempting difficultor personal messages in the target
language. These findings are also consistent
with research on other types of specific communicationanxiety. Reseachers studyingwriting in a native language have found that studentswithhigherlevels ofwritinganxietywrite
shortercompositions and qualify theirwriting
less than their calmer counterpartsdo.7
A review of the literaturefoundonly one instrumentspecificallydesigned to measure foreign language anxiety. Gardner, Clement,
Smythe, and Smythe developed five items to
measure French class anxiety as part of their
test battery on attitudes and motivation.8
Gardner, Smythe, Clement, and Gliksman
foundsmall negativecorrelations(rangingfrom
r = -.13 to r = -.43) between this scale and four
measures of achievement (aural comprehension, speaking, finalgrade, and a composite of
threesub-scales of the Canadian Achievement
Test in French).9
This briefreviewsuggeststwo reasons forthe
dearth of conclusions concerning anxiety and
second language achievement. First, the anxiety measures typicallyhave not been specific
to foreignlanguage learning. Only the research
by Gardner utilized a measure relevantto language anxiety, and it was restrictedto French
classroom anxiety. Second, few achievement
studies have looked at the subtle effectsof anxietyon foreignlanguage learning.Althoughresearch has not clearly demonstratedthe effect
of anxietyon language learning, practitioners
have had ample experience with anxious
learners.
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Clinical Experience.The subjective feelings,
psycho-physiological symptoms, and behavioral responses of the anxious foreignlanguage learnerare essentiallythe same as forany
specific anxiety. They experience apprehension, worry,even dread. They have difficulty
concentrating, become forgetful,sweat, and
have palpitations. They exhibit avoidance behavior such as missing class and postponing
homework. Clinical experience with foreign
language studentsin universityclasses and at
the Learning Skills Center (LSC) at the Universityof Texas also suggests several discrete
problems caused by anxiety and illustrates
poignantly how these problems can interfere
withlanguage learning. Principally,counselors
findthat anxietycenterson the two basic task
requirementsof foreignlanguage learning: listening and speaking. Difficultyin speaking in
class is probably the most frequentlycited concern of the anxious foreignlanguage students
seekinghelp at the LSC. Students oftenreport
that theyfeel fairlycomfortableresponding to
a drill or deliveringprepared speeches in their
foreignlanguage class but tend to "freeze"in
a role-play situation. A female student speaks
ofthe eveningsin her dorm room spentrehearsing what she should have said in class the day
before. Anxious language learners also complain of difficultiesdiscriminatingthe sounds
and structuresof a target language message.
One male student claims to hear only a loud
buzz whenever his teacher speaks the foreign
language. Anxious studentsmay also have difficultygraspingthe contentof a targetlanguage
message. Many LSC clients claim that they
have littleor no idea of what the teacheris saying in extended target language utterances.
Foreign language anxiety frequentlyshows
up in testingsituations.Studentscommonlyreport to counselors that they "know" a certain
grammar point but "forget"it during a test or
an oral exercise when many grammar points
must be remembered and coordinated simultaneously. The problem can also be isolated in
persistent"careless" errors in spelling or syntax. The student realizes, usually some time
afterthe test,thats/heknew the correctanswer
but put down the wrong one due to nervousness. If the studentrealizes s/heis making preventable errorsduring the test, anxiety- and
errors- may escalate.
Overstudyingis a relatedphenomenon. Stu-
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dentswho are overlyconcernedabout theirperformance may become so anxious when they
make errors,theymay attemptto compensate
by studying even more. Their frustrationis
understandable when their compulsive effort
does not lead to improved grades. One bright
woman who had lived in Mexico spent eight
hours a day preparingfora beginningSpanish
class --and still did poorly. The reverse behavior is also possible. Anxious studentsmay
avoid studying and in some cases skip class
entirelyin an effortto alleviate their anxiety.
Certain beliefsabout language learning also
contributeto the student'stension and frustration in the classroom. We note that a number
of students believe nothing should be said in
the foreignlanguage until it can be said correctlyand that it is not okay to guess an unknown foreignlanguage word.10 Beliefs such
as these must produce anxiety since students
are expected to communicate in the second
tongue beforefluencyis attained and even excellentlanguage studentsmake mistakesor forget words and need to guess more than occasionally.
In lightof currenttheoryand researchin second language acquisition, the problem of anxiety and the accompanying erroneous beliefs
about language learning discussed here represent serious impediments to the development
of second language fluencyas well as to performance. Savignon stresses the vital role of
spontaneous conversational interactionsin the
development of communicative competence,
while Krashen argues that the extraction of
meaning fromsecond language messages (second language acquisition in his terminology)
is the primary process in the development of
a second language."1 Anxietycontributesto an
affectivefilter,according to Krashen, which
makes the individual unreceptive to language
input; thus, the learner fails to "take in" the
available target language messages and language acquisition does not progress.12 The
anxious studentis also inhibitedwhen attempting to utilize any second language fluencyhe
or she has managed to acquire. The resulting
poor testperformanceand inabilityto perform
in class can contributeto a teacher'sinaccurate
assessment that the student lacks either some
necessary aptitude forlearning a language or
sufficientmotivationto do the necessary work
for a good performance.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE ANXIETY:
FOUNDATIONS

CONCEPTUAL

Because foreignlanguage anxiety concerns
performance evaluation within an academic
and social context,it is usefulto draw parallels
betweenit and threerelatedperformanceanxieties: 1) communication apprehension; 2) test
anxiety;and 3) fearofnegativeevaluation. Due
to its emphasis on interpersonalinteractions,
the constructof communication apprehension
is quite relevantto the conceptualizationof foreign language anxiety. 3 Communication apprehension is a type of shyness characterized
by fearofor anxietyabout communicatingwith
people. Difficulty in speaking in dyads or
groups(oral communicationanxiety)or in public ("stage fright"),or in listeningto or learning
a spokenmessage (receiveranxiety)are all manifestations of communication apprehension.
Communication apprehension or some similar
reaction obviously plays a large role in foreign
language anxiety. People who typicallyhave
trouble speaking in groups are likelyto experience even greaterdifficultyspeaking in a foreign language class where theyhave littlecontrol of the communicative situation and their
performance is constantlymonitored. Moreover, in additionto all the usual concernsabout
oral communication,the foreignlanguage class
requires the student to communicate via a
medium in which only limited facilityis possessed. The special communication apprehension permeatingforeignlanguage learning derivesfromthe personal knowledgethatone will
almost certainlyhave difficulty
understanding
othersand makingoneselfunderstood.Possibly
because of this knowledge, many otherwise
talkativepeople are silentin a foreignlanguage
class. And yet, the converse also seems to be
true. Ordinarily self-consciousand inhibited
speakersmay findthatcommunicatingin a foreign language makes them feel as if someone
else is speaking and they thereforefeel less
anxious. 14This phenomenon may be similar
to stuttererswho are sometimes able to enunciate normally when singing or acting.
Since performanceevaluation is an ongoing
featureof most foreignlanguage classes, testanxiety is also relevant to a discussion of foreign language anxiety. Test-anxietyrefersto a
type of performanceanxiety stemmingfroma
fearof failure.15Test-anxiousstudentsoftenput
unrealisticdemands on themselvesand feelthat
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anythingless than a perfecttest performance
is a failure. Students who are test-anxious in
foreignlanguage class probablyexperienceconsiderable difficultysince tests and quizzes are
frequentand even the brightestand most prepared students often make errors. Oral tests
have the potential of provokingboth test-and
oral communicationanxietysimultaneouslyin
susceptible students.
Fear of negative evaluation, defined as "apprehension about others' evaluations, avoidance of evaluative situations,and the expectation that others would evaluate oneself negatively,"is a thirdanxietyrelated to foreignlanguage learning.16Althoughsimilarto testanxiety, fear of negative evaluation is broader in
scope because it is not limited to test-taking
situations; rather, it may occur in any social,
evaluative situation such as interviewingfora
job or speaking in foreign language class.
Unique among academic subject matters,foreign languages require continualevaluation by
the only fluentspeaker in the class, the teacher.
Students may also be acutely sensitive to the
evaluations- real or imagined- of theirpeers.
Althoughcommunicationapprehension,test
anxiety, and fear of negative evaluation provide usefulconceptual building blocks fora descriptionof foreignlanguage anxiety, we propose thatforeignlanguage anxietyis not simply
the combination of these fears transferredto
foreignlanguage learning. Rather, we conceive
foreignlanguage anxietyas a distinctcomplex
of self-perceptions,beliefs, feelings, and behaviors related to classroom language learning
arising from the uniqueness of the language
learning process.
Adults typicallyperceive themselvesas reasonably intelligent,socially-adeptindividuals,
sensitive to differentsocio-cultural mores.
These assumptions are rarelychallenged when
communicating in a native language as it is
usually not difficultto understand othersor to
make oneselfunderstood. However, the situation when learning a foreignlanguage stands
in marked contrast. Because individual communication attemptswill be evaluated according to uncertain or even unknown linguistic
and socio-culturalstandards, second language
communicationentailsrisktakingand is necessarilyproblematic. Because complex and nonspontaneous mental operations are required in
order to communicate at all, any performance

in the L2 is likelyto challenge an individual's
self-conceptas a competentcommunicatorand
lead to reticence, self-consciousness,fear, or
even panic.
Authentic communication also becomes
problematicin the second language because of
the immaturecommand ofthe second language
relative to the first. Thus, adult language
of genuinenessin prelearners'self-perceptions
others
themselves
to
may be threatened
senting
of
limited
the
range meaning and affectthat
by
can be deliberatelycommunicated.In sum, the
language learner's self-esteemis vulnerable to
the awareness thatthe range of communicative
choices and authenticity is restricted. The
importanceof the disparitybetween the "true"
selfas known to the language learner and the
more limited self as can be presented at any
given moment in the foreignlanguage would
seem to distinguishforeignlanguage anxiety
from other academic anxieties such as those
associated with mathematicsor science. Probably no other field of study implicates selfconcept and self-expressionto the degree that
language study does.
IDENTIFYING

FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

ANXIETY

Since anxiety can have profound effectson
many aspects of foreignlanguage learning, it
is importantto be able to identifythosestudents
who are particularly anxious in foreignlanguage class. During the summer of 1983, students in beginninglanguage classes at the Universityof Texas were invited to participate in
a "SupportGroup forForeignLanguage Learning." Of the 225 studentsinformedof the support groups, seventy-eight,over one-third,
were concernedenough about theirforeignlanguage class to indicate that theywould like to
join such a group. Due to time and space limitations, participationhad to be limited to two
groups of fifteenstudents each. Group meetings consistedof studentdiscussionof concerns
and difficultiesin language learning, didactic
presentations on effectivelanguage learning
strategies,and anxietymanagement exercises.
The difficultiesthese students related were
compelling. They spoke of "freezing"in class,
standingoutside the door tryingto summon up
enough courage to enter,and going blank prior
to tests.They also reportedmany ofthe psychophysiological symptomscommonly associated
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with anxiety(tenseness, trembling,perspiring,
palpitations, and sleep disturbances).
The experiences related in the support
groups contributedto the development of the
Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale
The scale has demonstrated
(FLCAS).'7
internal reliability,achieving an alpha coefficient of .93 withall itemsproducing significant
corrected item-total scale correlations. Testretest reliabilityover eight weeks yielded an
r = .83 (p <.001). A constructvalidation study
is currentlyunderway to establish foreignlanguage anxiety as a phenomenon related to but
distinguishablefromother specificanxieties.18
Pilot testing with the FLCAS affords an
opportunityto examine the scope and severity
of foreignlanguage anxiety. To date, the results demonstratethat studentswith debilitating anxiety in the foreignlanguage classroom
settingcan be identifiedand that they share a
number of characteristicsin common. The responses of seventy-five university students
(thirty-ninemales and thirty-sixfemalesranging in age fromeighteento twenty-seven)from
fourintactintroductorySpanish classes are reported here. The FLCAS was administeredto
the students during their scheduled language
class the third week of the semester.
The items presented are reflectiveof communication apprehension, test-anxiety, and
fear of negative evaluation in the foreignlanguage classroom. Responses to all FLCAS
items are reported in Table I. All percentages
referto the number of studentswho agreed or
stronglyagreed (or disagreed and stronglydisagreed) with statements indicative of foreign
language anxiety. (Percentages are rounded to
the nearest whole number.)
Studentswho testhigh on anxietyreportthat
theyare afraidto speak in the foreignlanguage.
They endorse FLCAS items indicative of
speech anxiety such as "I startto panic when
I have to speak withoutpreparationin language
class" (49 %); "I getnervous and confusedwhen
I am speaking in my language class" (33 %); "I
feelveryself-consciousabout speaking the foreign language in frontof otherstudents"(28%).
They also rejectstatementslike "I feelconfident
when I speak in foreignlanguage class" (47%).
Anxious studentsfeela deep self-consciousness
when asked to risk revealing themselves by
speaking the foreignlanguage in the presence
of other people.
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TABLE I
FLCAS Items with Percentages of Students Selecting
Each Alternative
SA*

A

N

D

SD

1. I never feel quite sure of myselfwhen I am speaking
in my foreign language class.
1
11**
17
51
20
2. I don'tworryabout making mistakes in language class.
1
11
23
53
12
3. I tremble when I know that I'm going to be called on
in language class.
5
16
31
19
29
4. It frightensme when I don't understand what the
teacher is saying in the foreign language.
16
8
20
27
29
5. It wouldn't bother me at all to take more foreignlanguage classes.
11
15
47
12
16
6. During language class, I find myselfthinking about
things that have nothing to do with the course.
7
19
31
12
32
7. I keep thinking that the other students are better at
languages than I am.
13
13
25
20
28
8. I am usually at ease during testsin my language class.
5
35
19
20
21
9. I startto panic when I have to speak without preparation in language class.
4
37
19
12
28
10. I worry about the consequences of failing my foreign
language class.
17
16
25
12
29
11. I don't understand why some people get so upset over
foreign language classes.
17
4
5
36
37
12. In language class, I can get so nervous I forgetthings
I know.
9
11
7
48
25
13. It embarrasses me to volunteeranswers in my language
class.
0
9
19
57
15
14. I would notbe nervous speaking the foreignlanguage
with native speakers.
5
17
51
15
12
15. I get upset when I don't understand what the teacher
is correcting.
1
31
28
37
3
16. Even if I am well prepared for language class, I feel
anxious about it.
5
37
17
16
24
17. I often feel like not going to my language class.
19
28
19
23
12
18. I feelconfidentwhen I speak in foreignlanguage class.
1
4
28
43
24
19. I am afraidthat my language teacher is ready to correct
every mistake I make.
15
0
31
40
15
20. I can feel my heart pounding when I'm going to be
called on in language class.
5
19
27
37
12
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TABLE

I (continued)

SA*

A

N

D

SD

21. The more I study for a language test, the more confused I get.
4
8
12
48
28
22. I don'tfeel pressure to prepare very well for language
class.
44
12
19
3
23
23. I always feel that the other students speak the foreign
language better than I do.
19
31
12
25
13
24. I feel very self-conscious about speaking the foreign
language in frontof other students.
47
7
3
19
25
25. Language class moves so quickly I worryabout getting
left behind.
11
3
43
16
28
26. I feelmore tense and nervous in my language class than
in my other classes.
19
31
13
12
25
27. I get nervous and confused when I am speaking in my
language class.
8
31
5
28
28
28. When I'm on my way to language class, I feelvery sure
and relaxed.
4
5
40
27
24
29. I get nervous when I don't understand every word the
language teacher says.
7
43
3
24
24
30. I feel overwhelmed by the number of rules you have
to learn to speak a foreign language.
1
9
32
32
25
31. I am afraid that the other students will laugh at me
when I speak the foreign language.
3
7
20
53
17
32. I would probably feel comfortable around native
speakers of the foreign language.
41 11
5
20
23
33. I get nervous when the language teacher asks questions
which I haven't prepared in advance.
3
31
17
44
5
*SA = stronglyagree; A = agree; N = neitheragree nor disagree; D = disagree; SD = stronglydisagree.
**Data in thistable are rounded to the nearest whole number. Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.

The factthat anxious studentsfeartheywill
not understand all language input is also consistentwithcommunicationapprehension.Students endorse statementslike "it frightensme
when I don't understand what the teacher is
saying in the foreignlanguage" (35%); "I get
nervous when I don't understand every word
the language teacher says" (27%). They believe that in order to have any chance of com-

prehending the targetlanguage message they
must understand every word that is spoken.
Anxious students also fear being less competentthan other studentsor being negatively
evaluated by them. They report:"I keep thinking that other studentsare betterat languages
than I am" (38%); "I always feelthat the other
studentsspeak the foreignlanguage betterthan
I do" (31%); "language class moves so quickly,
I worry about gettingleftbehind" (59%); "it
embarrasses me to volunteer answers in my
language class" (9%); "I am afraid that the
other studentswill laugh at me when I speak
the foreignlanguage" (10%). Thus, theymay
skip class, overstudy,or seek refugein the last
row in an effortto avoid the humiliationor embarrassment of being called on to speak.
Anxious studentsare afraidto make mistakes
in theforeignlanguage. They endorsethe statement "I am afraid that my language teacher is
ready to correcteverymistake I make" (15%),
whiledisagreeingwith"I don'tworryabout making mistakes in language class" (65 %). These
students seem to feel constantlytested and to
perceive every correctionas a failure.
Student responses to two FLCAS items- "I
feel overwhelmed by the number of rules you
have to learn to speak a foreign language"
(34%) and "I feel more tense and nervous in
my language class than in my other classes"
(38%)--lend furthersupport to the view that
foreignlanguage anxietyis a distinctset of beliefs, perceptions, and feelingsin response to
foreignlanguage learningin the classroom and
not merelya composite of otheranxieties. The
latteritem was found to be the single best discriminatorof anxietyon the FLCAS as measured by its correlation with the total score.
These resultssuggestthatanxious studentsfeel
uniquely unable to deal with the task of lan-

guage learning.
Our findingssuggestthat significantforeign
language anxiety is experienced by many students in responseto at least some aspects offoreign language learning. A majorityofthe statements reflectiveof foreign language anxiety
items)were supported
(nineteen ofthirty-three
by a third or more of the students surveyed,
and seven statementswere supported by over
halfthe students.Althoughat thispointwe can
only speculate as to how many people experience severereactionsto foreignlanguage learning, these results (considered in light of the
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number of studentswho expressed a need for
a studentlanguage-support group) imply that
anxious students are common in foreignlanguage classrooms (at least in beginning classes
on the universitylevel).
PEDAGOGICAL

IMPLICATIONS

In general, educators have two optionswhen
dealing withanxious students: 1) theycan help
them learn to cope with the existing anxietyprovoking situation; or 2) they can make the
learningcontextless stressful.But beforeeither
option is viable, the teachermustfirstacknowledge the existenceof foreignlanguage anxiety.
Teachers probably have seen in their students
many or all of the negative effectsof anxiety
discussed in this article,extremelyanxious students are highly motivated to avoid engaging
in the classroom activitiestheyfearmost, they
may appear simplyunprepared or indifferent.
Therefore,teachersshould always considerthe
possibilitythatanxietyis responsibleforthe student behaviorsdiscussedhere beforeattributing
poor student performance solely to lack of
ability,inadequate background, or poor motivation. Specifictechniqueswhich teachersmay
use to allay students'anxietyinclude relaxation
exercises, advice on effectivelanguage learning strategies, behavioral contracting, and
journal keeping.19 But language teachers have
neither sufficienttime nor adequate expertise
to deal with severe anxietyreactions. Such students, when identified,should probably be referredforspecialized help to outside counselors
or learning specialists.20Therapists employing
behavior modificationtechniques, such as systematic desensitization, have successfully
treated a varietyof specificanxieties related to
learning, and these techniques should prove
equally useful in the case of foreignlanguage
anxiety.
Reducing stressby changing the context of
foreignlanguage learning is the more important and considerably more difficulttask. As
long as foreignlanguage learning takes place
in a formal school settingwhere evaluation is
inextricably tied to performance, anxiety is
likely to continue to flourish.Teachers might
create student support systems and closely
monitor the classroom climate to identifyspecific sources of student anxiety. As students
appear to be acutelysensitiveto targetlanguage
corrections, the selection of error correction

techniques should be based on instructional
philosophyand on reducingdefensivereactions
in students. The impact of these (or any) corrective practices on foreignlanguage anxiety
and ultimate foreign language achievement
must, of course, be studied in the classroom.
How much current teaching practices contribute to foreignlanguage anxiety and how
much is due to the intrinsicnature of language
learning are importantissues to be addressed
before firm conclusions regarding optimal
interventionscan be reached.
CONCLUSIONS

Scholars are only beginning to understand
the role of anxiety in foreignlanguage learning; we do not yetknow how pervasive foreign
language anxiety is nor do we comprehend its
precise repercussionsin the classroom. We do
know thatindividualreactionscan vary widely.
Some studentsmay experiencean anxious reaction of such intensitythat they postpone required foreignlanguage courses until the last
possible momentor change theirmajor to avoid
foreignlanguage study. Students who experience moderate anxiety may simply procrastinate in doing homework, avoid speaking in
class, or crouch in the last row. Other students
seldom, if ever, experience anxiety or tension
in a foreignlanguage class.
The effectsofanxietycan extendbeyond the
classroom. Just as math anxiety serves as a
criticaljob filter,channeling some women and
some members of other minoritygroups away
from high-paying, high-demand math and
engineeringcareers, foreignlanguage anxiety,
too, may play a role in students'selections of
courses, majors, and ultimately,careers.21Foreign language anxiety may also be a factorin
studentobjections to foreignlanguage requirements.
In recentyears therehave been signs of a revival of interestin foreignlanguage studyboth
as an applied skillin conjunctionwithbusiness
study, for example, and for its intrinsic
humanisticvalue as an essentialpart of a traditional liberal education. With an increasing
number of schools establishingor re-establishing foreign language requirements, teachers
will likely encounter an even greater percentage of studentsvulnerable to foreignlanguage
anxiety. The rise of foreignlanguage requirements is occurring in conjunction with an in-
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creased emphasis on spontaneous speaking in
the foreignlanguage class. Since speaking in
the targetlanguage seems to be the mostthreatening aspect of foreignlanguage learning, the
currentemphasis on the development of communicativecompetenceposes particularlygreat
difficultiesfor the anxious student.
Foreign language anxiety can probably be
alleviated, at least to an extent, by a suppor-
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